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1,0 SUMMARY
A study was undertaken to establish a data base for the development andf
validation of analytical codes directed at the analysis of inlet flowfields
for advanced supersonic airplanes.
An advanced tactical supercruise fighter study configuration was selected as
f the vehicle for this program. A model of this configuration, which has been
extensively tested for aerodynamic performance and propulsion/aerodynamic
interactions was used for transonic flow field surveys and supersonic flow
field calculations. A boundary layer survey at supersonic conditions was
planned for a propulsion integration test at NASA-Lewis. This report cover
f
the transonic flow field survey. Supersonic flow field computations are
reported in Reference 1.
f
Potential inlet locations were selected in a conceptual design study. A wind
tunnel investigation has been conducted to determine the flowfield
characteristics in the selected locations. Testing was conducted at the
NASA-Langley 16-foot Transonic Tunnel at freestream Mach numbers of 0.6 to
1.20 and angles of attack from 0° to I0 °. Inlet flowfield surveys were
made at locations representative of wing (upper and lower surface) and
forebody mounted inlet concepts. Results are presented in the form of local
inlet flowfield angle of attack, sideflow angle, and Mach number contours.
Wing surface pressure distributions supplement the flowfield data.
Results showed local angles of attack generally above freestream above the
wing and below freestream below the wing. There were large spanwise gradients
above the wing at higher angles of attack. For instance, at a Mach number of
0.9 and I0 ° angle of attack, the local angle of attack over the wing varied
from 0° inboard to 20o outboard, while under the wing it varied from 3o
inboard to 6o outboard. Sidewash angles varied from +I0 ° to -20 o over
the wing due to a leading edge vortex. Wing static pressure measurements
confirmed the existence of a leading edge vortex at I0 ° angle of attack.
Below the wing, the sidewash variation was from 5o to 11o. Local Mach
numbers varied from .85 to 1.05 over the wing and were near .85 under the wing.
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At the forward survey station ahead of the wing, the local angle of attack was
about twice the freestream value close to the fuselage, decreasing to near the
freestream value at the outboard edge. Sidewash was generally outboard, 2 to




New and sometimes radicallydifferent inlet concepts are continuallybeing
proposed for advancedtacticalairplanes. The great number of concepts,with
numerous perturbations,makes concept evaluationthrough wind tunnel testing
very time consumingas well as expensive. A great effort is being expended
throughout the industry to develop new and improved analytical methods to
_-- analyze the inlet-forebodyproblem. With these analytical tools a great
number of inlet concepts can be evaluated quickly with wind tunnel testing
reserved for only the most likely candidates. To support future code
developmentand validationa comprehensivedata base for the inlet flowfield
characteristicsof an advancedtacticalconfigurationis required.
The Boeing Military AirplaneCompany (BMAC)I and the NASA-LangleyPropulsion
f- Aerodynamics Branch have undertaken a multi-task program directed at this
problem. Programobjectivesare:
o Identify inlet concepts and locations which have potential for
applicationon tacticalsupersoniccruiseairplanes
o Determine, through wind tunnel testing, the transonic wing/body
flowfield characteristics at the representative inlet locations
f- established in Task I.
o Apply existing codes to compute flowfield characteristics measured in
F the wind tunnel.
All design work, test data analysis and supersonic flow calculations were to
be performed by BMAC with the wind tunnel testing and transonic flow
computations conducted by the Propulsion Aerodynamics Branch.
1. Work performed under NASAContract Number NAS1-16612
I
3.0 CONCEPTUALDESIGNSTUDY
p 3.1 INLET CONCEPTS
A conceptual study was conducted in which seven inlet concepts were defined
for an Advanced Tactical Supercruisero Schematics of each concept are
presented in Figure I. The baseline configuration (Figure la) represents an
underwing half-axisymmetric inlet with short diffuser. Concept i (Figure Ib)
f is a 2-D high aspect ratio underwing inlet with short diffuser also. Concepts
2, 3, and 4 consist of body mounted inlets with long diffusers. A
f half-axisymmetric inlet (Figure Ib) is used in concept 2 and 2-D low and high
aspect ratio inlets are used on concepts 3 and 4, respectively (Figure Ic).
Wing upper surface mounted inlets with short diffusers are used on concepts 5
f
and 6 (Figure id) with quarter and half-axisymmetric inlets.
3.2 SURVEYAREAS
The inlet concepts presented above established the flowfield survey areas
s depicted in Figure 2. Survey areas 1 and 2 correspond to the lower and upper
wing mounted inlet locations and area 3 is a representative of the body
mounted inlet locations. In addition to the flowfield surveys, wing staticf





4.0 TEST APPARATUSAND INSTRUMENTATION
4.1 TEST FACILITY
The experimental investigationwas conducted in the NASA-Langley 16-foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel. The facility is a continuous flow, single return,
atmospheric tunnel. Mach numbers from 0.4 to 1.3 are achieved with two
counter rotating drive fans and test section air removal. Typical tunnel
operating conditions encountered during testing are shown in Figure 3. A
detailed discussion of the test facility is available in Reference 2.
f-
4.2 WIND TUNNELMODEL
The inlet flowfield investigationwas conducted with the Boeing Advanced
Tactical SupercruiserWind Tunnel Model (Reference3). The model is a 10.5
percentscale adaptationof a conceptdevelopedby Boeing in conjunctionwith
f Air Force sponsored Air-to-Surface (ATS) concept studies. The general
arrangement of the advanced supercruiser airplane is presented in Figure 4.
f The twin engine airplane has an aspect ratio 1.5 delta wing with a leading
edge sweep of 68o. The airplane is configured with close coupled canards
having similar planforms as the wings.
The model has a wing span of 37.8 inches and an overall length of 100.8
f inches. Flowfield testing was conducted with the clean wing/body
configuration without canards and nacelles. A photograph of the model
IF installed in the NASA-Langley 16-foot Tunnel is presented in Figure 5.
Testing was conducted with the model mounted on a dummy force balance
(required for mounting purposes). No aerodynamic force data were obtained.
Static pressure measurements were taken on the forward portion of the upper
and lower wing surfaces. Locations of the 19 static pressure orifices are
shown in Figure 6. Coordinates of the wing pressure taps are also tabulated.
The wing surface pressures were measured with a low pressure scanivalve
located in the nose of the model. Model angle of attack was measured with an
electrical analog attitude indicator (Keistler Gauge) also iocated in the
model nose cone,
Boundary layer trip strips were applied to the leading edges of the wing and
body to produce representative fully developed flows over the instrumented and
surveyed portions of the model.
4,3 FLOWFIELDSURVEYMECHANISM
A survey probe was used to obtain the local flowfield characteristics.
Positioning of the probe at the desired locations was achieved with a remotely
controlled survey mechanism provided by NASA-Langley. A schematic of the
strut mounted survey mechanism is shown in Figure 7. The main support shaft,
mounted atop and parallel to the strut head, provides longitudinal translation
through the test section. The blade of the survey mechanism rotates about the _-_
axis of the support shaft to provide angular variations in the probe
position. A small translating sting (0.75 inch diameter) attached to the roll
blade provides radial movement along the blade. The survey probe itself is
mounted on the tip of the translating sting. Servomechanisms on each
component of the survey mechanism enable independent actuation and 3 degrees
of freedom. The survey mechanism is capable of surveying a cylindrical volume
approximately 4 feet in diameter and 4 feet long. The nominal position of the _-"
survey probe is established by the longitudinal position (X) of the support
shaft, the radial position (R) of the sting, and the blade roll angle (0). A _--
photograph of the survey mechanism installed in the 16-foot tunnel is shown in
Figure 8.
As shown in Figure 7, the survey probe is positioned parallel to the strut
centerline. A 4o angle of attack offset, built into the supercruise model
support sting to increase the maximum angle of attack capability, produces a
4o bias between the model angle of attack and the flow angle sensed by the _-_
probe. This discrepancy was accounted for in the test data reduction.
The flowfield surveys were conducted with a wedge shaped survey probe. A
schematic of the probe is shown in Figure 9. The probe consists of a 450
half-angle wedge with a single total pressure orifice at the center of the
probe and one quasi-total orifice on each side. The probe is small enough to
minimize the flowfield interference yet strong enough to minimize deflections _-_
and vibrations. The survey probe is attached directly to the 0.75 inch
diameter support sting mounted in the blade of the survey mechanism (Figure 7).
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4.4 SURVEYPROBE CALIBRATIONSAND DATA REDUCTION
Survey probe calibrationswere conductedbefore and after the inlet flowfield
survey runs. Pretest calibrationswere made with the probe mounted on the
survey mechanism. The maximum angle of attack obtained during these
calibrationswas limited by the survey mechanism to 100 at M < 1.0 and
7.50 at M > 1.0. Post-test calibrations were made with the probe
sting-mounted on the nose of the tunnel strut head (survey mechanism
removed). Angles of attack of up to 150 were obtained for the final
F calibrations. Results of the final calibration were subsequently used for the
test data reduction.
Calibration procedures consisted of first running the probe in the upright
position and then rolling the probe 180o and repeating the calibration.
Inverting the probe provided a combined angle of attack calibration of
±15o . The calibrations were done at a series of freestream Mach numbers
f from 0.4 to 1.28. 1 Tunnel upflow angles were determined from the
calibration results and the data was adjusted accordingly.
Two nondimensional parameters are used to compute the local flowfield angles
and local mach numbers. The flow angle parameter (QP) is defined as the
r
difference in pressure measured by two outer orifices normalized by difference
in pressure between the center orifice and the average of the outer two:
PT3 - PTIQP =
f (PT2 PTI_PT3±)
QP is directly proportional to the flow angle formed by the local relative
wind and the survey probe axis. QP was used to compute both the local
flowfield angle of attack and the local sideflow angle (the probe was rolled
90o for the sideflow surveys).
The local Mach number parameter (PM) is defined as the average of the outer
pressures normalized by the pressure measured with the center orifice:
1. Calibration data was obtained at the following freestream Mach numbers:
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, I.I0, 1.20, and 1.28
7
PT1 + PT3PM- 2 * PT2 _-_
PM is proportionalto the local flowfieldMach number.
A typical set of calibrationresultsshowingthe variationin QP and PM with
Mach numberand angle of attackare shown in Figures13 and 14, respectively.
Data for the flow angle parameter (OP)were curve fit as a functionof angle
of attack and the coefficientstabulatedfor each Mach number. Data for the
Mach parameter(PM) were tabulatedand a 2-way interpolationroutinewas used
to determinea local flow angle and Mach number simultaneouslyuntil a value
for the flow angle was convergedupon. An additional4.00 was added to the
computed flow angle to account for the 4.00 bias existing between the probe
and the model (see Section 2.3). ___
The runs made with the probe rolled 90o were used to compute the local
sideflowangles (measurementsof local sideflowand angle of attack were made
in separate tunnel runs). To compute the sideflowsat positions coincident
with the local angle of attack locations (probe in the upright position), the
measured QP values were tabulated as a function of Mach number (Mc:), angle
of attack (_), survey blade roll position (0), and radial sting position _-.
(R). Valuesof QP were then interpolatedfor the same locationsand the local
sideflowanglescomputedusing the previouslycomputedlocal Mach number.
Accuracy of the local flowfield angles are expected to be better than I
degree. Local flow angles above 150 are based on extrapolations and are _-"
therefore subject to uncertainty. Local Mach numbers are accurate to within
0.005. _--
4.5 TEST PROCEDURESAND CONDITIONS
The flowfieldsurveyareas were establishedby the inlet conceptsformultedin
Task I. Local flowfieldsurveyswere made for each area in separate tunnel
runs. The survey probe was positionedat the desiredmodel station prior to
tunnel start-up. Flowfield surveys were then performed by systematically
varying the support blade roll angle (0) and survey sting radial position _-_
(R). The nominal positionsat which the flowfieldsurvey measurementswere
8
made for Areas 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 10. Area 3 survey positionsare
shown in Figure 11. Typically,a total of 20 flowfieldmeasurementswere made
over Area 1 at three radial positions. A total of 34 measurementswere made
over Area 2 at seven radialpositions. Ten measurementswere made at 2 radial
positions for Area 3. Flowfield surveyscloser to the model body and wing
surfaces were not possible because of obstructionsfrom either the model
support sting or the model itself. A photograph of the model and survey
mechanismsurveyingArea 2 is shown in Figure12.
Flowfieldsurveyswere conductedat freestreamMach numbers of 0.6, 0.9, and
f 1.2. Model angle of attack was set at O, 5, and 10 degrees at subsonic
speeds. At M = 1.2 the maximumangle of attackwas limitedto 7.5 degrees by









At each test condition (M_, _), the local flowfield angle of attack,
sideflow, and Mach number were obtained. The results of the flowfield survey
are presented in Figures 16 through 33. The following directory of Figure
numbers is presented to simplify discussion of the test results:
Figure Numbers
Survey Area Mo_ m=Oo c_=5o _=7o5 o I0 o
I and 2 0.6 16 17 -- 18
_ 0.9 19 20 -- 21
1.20 22 23 24 --
F 3 0.6 25 26 -- 27
0.9 28 29 -- 30
1.2 31 32 33 --
In each figure the following results are presented:
a. local flowfield characteristics
- b. local angle of attack
c. local sideflow angle
- d. local Mach number
e. wing surface pressure distributions (Areas i and 2 only)
In the subsequent sections general observations and trends in the data base
are discussed. No attempt has been made to direct the reader to particular
figures. Local angle of attack, sideflow angle, and Mach number contours were
plotted directly from the reduced test data. The summary of local flowfield
characteristics is a composite vector plot visualizing the direction of local
flow in the survey plane perpendicular to the airplane longitudinal axis. The
magnitude of each vector represents the resultant of the local sideflow and
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upflow angle (the scale factor may differ among survey areas and test
conditions). Wing surface pressure distributions are presented to supplement _--
the flowfield data.
A preview of what may be observed in the wing flowfield data may be obtained
by reviewing available force data for the supercruise model. Clean-wing lift
characteristics obtained from previous wind tunnel test are presented in
Figure 15. The data indicate that the zero-lift angle of attack is about 1.5
degrees. The lift curve slope is linear up to an angle of attack of about 7
degrees. Above this angle the lift curve shows a non-linear increase in lift
(shaded area). This trend is indicative of the occurrence of leading edge I-"
vortex flows. Vortices of this sort are common on highly swept wings
(supersonic planforms) with sharp leading edges when operated at moderate and ___
high angles of attack.
5.1 AREA 1 FLOWFIELDCHARACTERISTICS
Area 1 is the flowfieldaround the inlet concepts locatedon the lower wing
surface. The general characteristics of the inlet flowfield, in the plane _-_
perpendicular to the wing chord, is a spanwise flow moving outboard and up
towards the wing leading edge at conditions of positive lift. At m = 0°
the inlet flowfield is directed primarily downward with little spanwise flow.
In all instances the surveyed flowfield appears to be consistent and well
ordered.
Local angle of attack (C',L) measurements indicate an increase in local _
alpha in the spanwise direction at conditions of positive lift. The magnitude
of _L increases with increasing angle of attack. The variation in _L _-_
across the survey area ranges from about 3o at _ = 5° to 6o at
= i0 °. At c_= 0° the variation in local alpha is within the
accuracy of the measurements.
Local angles of attack are in all cases less than the freestream angle of
attack. The wing acts to shield the inlet from potentially high freestream
flow angles. The most effective shielding appears to occur inboard and close
to the wing surface.
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The local sideflows (B) are generally spanwise directed away from the body
and increase in magnitude as the wing leading edge is approached. An increase
in angle of attack causes an increase in the local sideflow angles. The
sideflow gradients across the flow area also increase with _. The
variations in sideflow angle at high angles of attack are comparable to the
levels observed for local angles of attack. Mach number appears to have
little effect on the measured sideflow angles.
The local Mach number (ML) may be thought of as representative of the
chordwise flowfield characteristics. Results show that at a positive lift
F condition the local Mach number is indeed less than the freestream, indicating
a region of positive pressure as would be expected. At m = 0 ° the local
Mach numbers are typically greater than freestream (low pressure and no
lift). In the spanwise direction, when m > o°, the inboard Mach numbers
are typically higher than those near the edge of the wing. An increase in
I- Mach number is also obtained as wing surface is approached. However, the Mach
gradient across the survey area is generally small. The variation in local
Mach number across the inlet face is less than 5 percent of the freestream
value.
5,2 AREA 2 FLOWFIELD CHARACTERISTICS
Area 2 represents potential locations of inlet concepts mounted on the upper
wing surface. The flowfield is typically characterized by an inwardly
directly spanwise flow. At conditions of positive lift the flowfield is
-- directed upward at the wing leading edge and rotates inward at inboard
positions. At an angle of attack of I0 ° a rotating flow is evident
indicating the existence of a leading edge vortex. The core of the vortex is
located inboard of the wing leading edge and slightly above the wing surface.
The core appears to move slightly inboard with increasing Mach number.
Maximum values of the local flowfield angle of attack are obtained in the
vicinity of the wing leading edge with a subsequent decrease in local flow
angle inboard across the wing. The magnitude of local alpha is dependent on
angle of attack. An increase in alpha increases the local flow angle as well
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as the flow angle gradient across the survey area. The most significant
change in local flow angle due to angle of attack occurs near the wing
surface. The effects of freestream Mach number on the local flowfield angle
of attack is small.
The local sideflow component of the upper wing flowfield typically increases _
inboard in the spanwise direction. At the leading edge the local flows are
directed primarily upward; inboard and near the wing surface the sideflows
become the major component of flow in the survey plane. The magnitude of the
local sideflow typically decreases in the direction away from the wing. The
magnitude of the sideflows and the sideflow gradients across the flow area _-_
increase with angle of attack. Mach number has only a small effect on the
local sideflow angles. ___
At m = 10o the local sideflows and local angles of attack combine to
establish the rotating flowfield of the leading edge vortex. Flow reversal
along the wing surface inboard of the vortex core is apparent in both the
sideflow and local angle of attack flowfields. _-_
At conditions of positive lift the maximum local Mach numbers are obtained in _-_
the inboard portion of the wing near the wing surface. At subsonic Mach
numbers an increase in angle of attack produces the expected increase in local
Mach number. Sonic conditions are indicated on the upper wing surface at
= I0 ° for the M = 0.9 test condition. At M = 1.2 an increase in angle
of attack from 5o to 7.5 o produces a drop in the local Mach number 4
indicating the presence of an upstream shock. The Mach gradient across the
survey area typical]y increases with angle of attack. The major contributor --_
to large Mach gradients, however, appear to be the formation of vortices and
upstream shocks.
A survey of the wing static pressure distributions provide insight into the
characteristics of the surveyed flowfields. At conditions of positive lift,
the upper surface pressures show a sharp drop in pressure at wing leading edge
indicating an increase in the local flowfield velocity. This trend was not
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evident in the local flowfield data. At m = 10o, the minimum pressure
point moves inboard from the wing leading edge indicating the presence of a
higher speed flow. The position of the leading edge vortex can be inferred
from this data. Based on the flowfield data, the location of the vortex core
is actually inboard from that inferred from the surface pressure data.
f-
The survey data along the first and second survey arcs from the axis of the
probe often displays unexpected characteristics, see Figure 16a, 17a and 23a.
F The raw data and data reduction were reviewed for these and other isolated
questionable points. In some cases, it was found that the iterations in flow
angle and Mach number did not converge, and those points were eliminated.
However, no explanation was found for the sudden changes in flow direction in
the first two arcs.f
5.3 AREA 3 FLOWFIELDCHARACTERISTICS
Area 3 representsthe surveylocationfor the body mounted inlet concepts. In
general,the flowfieldis directedupward and outboard away from the body at
f positive lift conditions. At _ = 0° the flows are predominately outward
and irregular.
f
Local angle of attack measurements show an increase in local angle of attack
at inboard locations near the body. The local flows angles in this area are
f
dominated by the flows passing around the body. Outboard values are nearly
freestream. An increase in angle of attack causes increase in local
conditions as well as an increase in the flow angle gradient across the survey
area. The variations in local angle of attack due to changes in freestream
Mach number are small.
The magnitude of the local sideflow angles decrease as the body is
approached. At outboard locations the flow is primarily directed outward. At
inboard locations the flow tends to change direction and flow inwards towards
the body. This tendency occurs at a position above the maximum body
half-breadth. The local flow, having been forced around the blunt body, tries
to fill the low pressure region above it. At m = 0° the sideflows are
primarily directed outboard away from the body.
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Increasing angle of attack results in a significant increase in local sideflow
gradients due to an increase in both the outwardly directed outboard flow
angles and the inboard body directed flows. A change in Mach number has
little effect on the magnitude of the local sideflows. _
At _ : 0° the local Mach numbers are comparable to the freestream value.
Increasing angle of attack to 5o produces local Mach numbers greater than
the freestream condition at the inboard locations, A further increase in
alpha (M _ .9) results in a decrease in local inboard Mach number possibly
due to the presence of a shock wave of the forebody (nose).
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
A substantial data base has been obtained for the inlet flowfield
characteristics of an advanced tactical supersonic cruise airplane. Local
flowfield characteristics were obtained for overwing, underwing, and forebody
mounted inlet concepts. The flowfield data include local angles of attack,
local sideflow angles, and local Mach numbers. Data are available for
freestream Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.9, and 1.20 at angles of attack from 0 to I0
degrees. Based on a study of these data the following conclusions are made:
o From an aerodynamic standpoint the optimum inlet location is under the
wing. In this position the wing effectively shields the inlet from
high flow angles, local flowfield Mach numbers are reduced, and the
local flow angle gradients are a minimum.
o A forebody side-mounted inlet location, though less favorable than the
underwing concept, has potential for application to the supercruise
airplane.
o Locating the inlet on the wing upper surface appears to be in the least
likely location of the 3 concepts considered. The existence of higher
flow velocities (greater than freestream), shocks, and leading edge
vortex flows only act to complicate the inlet design and compromises
° performance.
The acquired data base, though incomplete on some areas, should provide a
sufficient base to support analytical code developments directed at the
analysis of the inlet flowfield problem.
17
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fBASELINE CONFIGURA TION
Under.Wing Half-Axlsymmetric Inlet, Short Diffuser





UnderlVing 2-0 lIigh-Asprxt-Ratio Inlet. Short Oifluser
CONCEPT NO.2
Side-Mounted Half-Axisymmetric Inlet, Long Diffuser
Figure Tb. Inlet Concepts
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CONCEPT NO_ 3
Side Mounred 2-D LowAspecr-Rario Inlet, Long Diffuser
CONCEPT NO.4
Side-Mounted 2-D High-Aspect-Ratio Inlet. Long Diffuser
Figure Ic. Inlet Concepts
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CONCEPT NO.5 CONCEPT NO.6
Top-Mounted 114 Axisymmet,ic Inlet, Short Diffuser Top·Mounted Half-Axisymmetric Inlet, Shan Diffuser
Figure 1d. Inlet Concepts
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Figure 5. The Boeing Advanced Tactical Supercruiser Model fA TS-350J Installed in the NASA-Langley
16-ft Transonic Tunm.
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Figure 6. Wing Upper and Lovver Surface Pressure Instrumentation
27
Figure 7. NASA-Langley Flowfield Survey Mechanism






Figure 8. The NASA-Langley Strut Mounted Flowfield Survey Probe
Figure 9. Flowfield Survey Probe (NASA-LARC 16T Prism Probe)
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Figure 10. Inlet Flowfield Survey Locations, MS = 70.50
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Figure 12. Typical Test Set-Up for the Inlet Flowfield Survey
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Figure 15. Model 987-350 Clean Wing Lift Characteristics
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Figure 16a. Local Flovvfieid, MSTA = 70.50; Mach Number = 0.6,. Angle of Attack = 0.0 deg
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Figure 16b. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 0.6,Angle of Attack = 0.0 deg
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Figure 16c. Local Sideflow Angle. Mach Number = 0.6; Angle of Attack = O.Odeg
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Figure 16d. Local Mach Number. Mach Number=O.6;Angle ofAttack=O.Odeg
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Figure 16e. Wing Static PressureDistributions, M = 0.6, _ = 0 deg
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Figure 17a. Local Flowfield, MSTA -- 70.50; Mach Number = 0.6; Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 17c. Local Sideflow Angle. Mach Number = 0.6; Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 17e. Wing Static Pressure Distributions, M =0.6, a =5.0 deg
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Figure 18a. Local Flowfie/d, MSTA = 70.5@ Mach Number = 0.6; Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure lgb. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 0.6;Angle of Attack = 10.0 dog
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Figure 18c. Local Sideflow Angle, Mach Number = 0.6; Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 18d. Local Mach Number, Mach Number = 0.6; Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 19a. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 70.50; Mach Number = 0.9; Ang/e of Attack -- 0.0deg
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Figure 19b. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = 0.0 deg
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Figure 19c. Lo.cai Sideflow Angle, Mach Number = 0.9,. Angle of Attack = O.Odeg
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Figure 19d. Local Mach Number., Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = 0.0 deg
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Figure 19e. Wing Static PressureDistributions, M = 0.9, _ = 0.0 deg
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Figure 20a. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 70.50; Mach Number = 0.9," Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 20c. Local Sideflow Angle, Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 20d. Local Mach Number, Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 20e. Wing Static PressureDistributions, M = 0.9, _ = 0.5 deg
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Figure 210. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 70.50; Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = lO.Odeg
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Figure 2_b. Loco/ Anglo of Attock, Mod_ Nurobor ; 0.9; Anglo of Attad< = #0.0 deg
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Figure 21c. Local Sideflow Angle, Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 21d. Local Mach Number. Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = lO.Odeg
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Figure 21e. Wing Static Pressure Distributions, M =0.9, a = 10.0 deg
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Figure 22a. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 70.50; Mach Number = 1.2; Angle of Attack = O.Odeg
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Figure 22b. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 1.2; Angle of Attack = 0.0 deg
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Figure 22c. Local Sideflow Angle, Mach Number = 1.2,.Angle of Attack -- 0.0 deg
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Figure 22d. Local Mach Number, Mach Number = 1.2,Angle of Attack = 0.0 deg
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Figure 22e. Wing Static Pre'ssure Distributions, M = 1.2, _ = 0.0 deg
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Figure 23b. Local Angle of A_ac/{, Mach Number = 1.2,.Angle of At_ac/{ = 5.0 deg
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Figure 23d. Local Mach Number, Mach Number = 1.2..Angle of Attack = 5.0 dog
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Figure 24a. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 70.50; Mach Number = 1.2; Angle of Attack = 7.5 deg
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Figure 24b. Local Angle of Attack. Mach Number = 1.2..Angle of Attack = 7.S deg
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Figure 24c. Loca/ Sideflow Ang/e, Mach Number = 1.2,.Angle of Attack = 7.5 deg
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Figure 24d. Local Mach Number, Mach Number = 1.2; Angle of Attack = 7.5 deg
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Figure 24e. Wing Static PressureDistributions, M = 1.2, _ = 7.5 deg
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i Figure 25b. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 0.6,.Angle of Attack = 0.0 deg
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Figure 25c. Local Sideflow Angle, Mach Number = 0.6, Angle of Attack = 0.0 dog t--.,
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Figure 26b. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 0.6,.Angle of Attack = 5.0deg
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Figure 26d. Local Mach Numbe_ Mach Number = 0.6/Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 27a. Local Flowfie/d, MSTA = _0._0. Mad_ Number = 0.6,.An_/e of'Attack = lO.Ode_
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Figure 27b. Local Angle of Attack. Mach Number = 0.6. Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 27c. Local Sideflow Angle. Mach Number = 0.6/Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 29a. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 50.50. Mach Number = 0.9..Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 29b. Local Angle of Attack. Mach Number = 0.9..Angle of Attack = 5.0
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Figure 29c. Local Sideflow Angle. Mach Number = 0.9.. Angle of Attack = 5.0 deg
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Figure 29d. Local Mach Number. Mach Number = 0.9..Angle of Attack = 5.0
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Figure 30a. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 50.50,. Mach Number = 0.9,. Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 30b. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 0.9,. Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 30c. Loca/ Sideflow Angle. Mach Number = 0.9; Ang/e of Attack = 10.0 deg --_
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Figure 30d. Local Mach Number. Mach Number = 0.9; Angle of Attack = 10.0 deg
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Figure 31a. Local F/owfie/d, MSTA = 50.50,. Mac/?Number = 1.2,.Ang/e of Attack = 1[}.0de9
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Figure 31b. Local Angle of Attack. Mach Number = 1.2; Angle of Attack = 0.0 dogI
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Figure 31c. Local Sideflow Angle, Mach Number ---1.2,.Angle of Attack -- 0.0 deg
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Figure 3 ld. Local Mach Number, Mach Number - 1.2;Angle of A track = 0.0 deg
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Figure 320. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 50.50,. Moch Number = 1.2; Angle of Attack = 5.0deg
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Figure 32b. Local Angle of Attack, Mach Number = 1.2; Angle of Attack = 5.0 dog
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Figure 3_. L ocal Mach /VurnDer. Mac_ /Vum_er = 1._.. Angle o f A ttac_ = 5. 0 deg
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Figure 33a. Local Flowfield, MSTA = 50.50, Mach Number = 1.2,.Angle of Attack = 7.5 deg ..-_.
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